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NEW DELHI: Mobile phone companies have started slashing dealers' margins on recharge coupons and rejigging voice and text tariffs in certain regions - indicating 

that the country's beleaguered service providers are taking collective steps to fight stagnant revenues and declining profits. 

Leading GSM operators - Bharti Airtel, Vodafone Essar and Idea Cellular - lowered dealer commissions on the first recharge, made with a SIM purchase, by about 

30% in the Mumbai circle, over the last few weeks, a move that was emulated by other operators, including new entrants, and industry executives say the cuts are 

likely to be extended to other circles soon. 

These executives added that the industry would make savings to the tune of Rs.1,000-Rs.2,000 crore annually by reducing dealer margins across India. As per 

industry estimates, dealer and retailer commissions on recharges account for a little over 3% of the sector's annual revenues of about Rs.107,000 crores. 

These retailers serve about 96% of the country's 840 million connections who are on the pre-paid platform. Over the last few weeks, almost all operators in Mumbai 

seem to have brought down the commissions on the first recharge from Rs.50 to Rs.35 on a sale of Rs.110, pointed out Credit Suisse's research analyst Sunil 

Tirumalai. Vodafone Essar and Idea Cellular did not comment, but a Bharti Airtel executive confirmed the company had reduced dealer commissions from 3.8% to 

3.5% nationally in June. 

"The drop has happened across all circles baring one or two," this Airtel executive with Airtel said requesting anonymity. "Incumbent operators have indicated that 

they are taking steps for rationalization in the sector. We did not start it, but will benefit from the rationalization as dealer margins go down across the industry," 

Uninor's managing director Sigve Brekke told ET. 

Brekke was also of the view that none of the mobile phone companies in the country with the exception of Bharti Airtel were making profits and added that going 

forward; the current pricing structure for the sector would not be sustainable for operators, investors as well as customers. 

A survey of Mumbai retailers stocking Uninor and Loop vouchers by Credit Suisse found that the company's commission on recharge sales has come down from 3% 

to 2.5% over the last one month, bringing them at par with commissions offered by leading operators. Uninor is also reported to be changing retailer's incentive 

structure such that shopkeepers push the telco's base plan more than the special tariff vouchers. 

In addition to dealer margins, telcos are also tinkering with tariffs. Tata TeleServices, which had unleashed the price war with its per-second billing-based GSM 

offering about two years back, forcing other operators to follow suit, has now hiked tariffs for its new users across the country. 

The telco doubled STD call charges for new subscribers after a year of connection and raised local and national SMS charges by 67% and 25% respectively. "An 

indication of tariff increase by the company (Tata Docomo) is a strong signal to the challengers that the current tariffs could be unsustainable," Tirumalai added. 

In Mumbai circle, most telcos including Bharti Airtel, Vodafone Essar and Idea Cellular have tweaked long-distance or STD calls tariffs, over the last few weeks. 

Market leader Bharti Airtel and Vodafone Essar have increased STD call rates to Uttar Pradesh and Bihar to Rs.0.3 a minute from Rs.0.25, in special tariff vouchers 

pricedRs.36 and Rs.37 respectively. 

In a similar coupon priced Rs.22, Idea Cellular changed longdistance call rates to Rs.0.35 a minute from a package of Rs.1 for three minutes (Rs.0.33 a minute), 

Tirumalai said in a recent Credit Suisse report. He also added that tariff changes in Mumbai, being most competitive circle in the country with 12 operators offering 

services, would be clear indicator of competitive pressures in the sector and show evidence of industry-wide shift in tariff structures. 

While telcos refused to comment on a potential tariff hike, most operators have in the past said that the current pricing structure, the lowest in the world, is 

unsustainable. The savage price wars that plagued the sector for the last two years have impacted the profits and revenue of all operators. For instance, Bharti 

Airtel's yearly consolidated net profit in 2010-11 fell 32% toRs.6,047 crore from Rs.8,977 crore in 2009-10. 
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